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This is a time at which public attention
the world over is focused on the efforts of

nations to find ways to work together in common
purpose.

Some of these undertakings seem fated
to fail even before they are well begun «- to
fail, that is, in the sense that the goals set
for the cooperative effort seemeveh more remote
@uring and after negotiation than they were at
the beginning.

But we must not let ourselves

be disheartened by the appearance of failure.

The basic issues between nations and peoples
are grave indeed:

they are matters not of con-

venience or preference, not simply of poverty
and prosperity, but of survival itself.

No

negotiation is a failure if it keeps such questions

open for discussion.

S80 if no agreement can be

reached, for example, during present discussions
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of the unification of Germany or atomic disarmament,
let us nonetheless pebiove in and support the meet~ings of the representatives of state, and work and
pray for their ultimate success, recognizing that
seemingly fruitless negotiation and endless dis-

cussion are preferable to hostile silence and

uneasy truce.

Fortunately, there are areas of mutual
interest in which the success of international

activity can be measured in more concrete terms.
ig they are carefully nurtured and wisely expanded,
these areaw of international agreement may well
pave the way to accord in the matters of survival.
One of these areas of understanding and
effective joint action is medicine, medical re~search, and public health.

Time and again it has

been demonstrated that the goal of better health

has the capacity to demolish geographic and
political boundaries and to enter the hearts and
minds of men, women, and children in the four
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corners of the earth.

It is an issue which serves

as a forceful reminder of the oneness, the essential
brotherhood of man.

For pestilence and prolonged

disability and premature death, wherever they may
occur, are tragedies which strike a responsive

chord in man and his governments.
fox suffering in human terms.

here is sympathy

There is recognition

of the interdependence of nations in terms of the
transmissability of disease.

There is concern for

the burden disease places on a nation's social and
economic strength.

And there is widespread belief

that the nations of the world can and must share
their knowhedge and other resources so that people

everywhere may have the blessing of better health
and, through health, may move forward to new levels
of peaceful productivity.

The concept of world health and of co-

operation to achieve better world health finds

expression in many national and international
organizations and activities.

One of the most

prominent and widely supported of these is the
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World Health Organization, an independent agency
within the general framework of the United Nations.

The WHO has been in existence for a little over
ten years.

Today, ninety nations are joined

together in this concerted effort to help each
other achieve victories in the battle against
disease.

I have just returned from Switzerland,
where -- at the request of the President, and
in company with my distinguished and able
colleague, Congressman Melvin R. Laird of
Wisconsin -~ I represented the Congress of the
United States to the 12th World Health Assembly,
the annual meeting of delegates from member

nations in the World Health Organization.

The

foreign ministers of what the newspapers refer

to as the

Big Four" nations were meeting at

the same time and place -~ the Palais des Nations

in Geneva.

The atomic disarmament conference,

also held in Geneva, had just recessed and was
scheduled to resume in a few days.

So it was a

perfect setting for observation and reflection
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on the relative effectiveness of health as a basis

for international understanding and cooperation.

The daily meetings of the foreign ministers
were conducted in a climate of tension.
surrounded the area.

peetance.

Heavy guards

Protocol was of the utmost im-

The discussions were cloafed in secrecy.

Reports from the conference were necessarily vague

and often misleading because of the high strategy and
the sensitivity of governments and the heavy emphasis
placed upon the interpretation of words -~ which are,
after all, important only insofar as they are indices
of intention and forerunners of action.

That con-

ference, at this writing, is still going on.

And

it is anybody's guess whether it will lead to a
summit

conference -~- and anybody s guess whether

that meeting of thecchiefs of state will in any
tangible sense move us closer to world peace.

I do not mean to question the validity
of such diplomatic sorties.

Certainly we must

take every possible step toward the alleviation

of international tensions, and the conference table
is @ necessary part of this process.
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At the same time as the foreign ministers
were meeting, however, those whom you might call
our ministers of health were going about their
business of practicing godd international relations
by working together to improve the world's health.
They worked through an agenda crowded with items
that were routine to the delegates <-- routine in
the sense that every item represented a familiar

problem and that for most items there was at
least a partial solution in sight.

Some of the

problems that are most acute in other lands are
for the most part unfamildar in the United States:
malaria eradication, cholera prevention, yaws,
schistosomiasis, leprosy, clean water supplies,
basic sanitation, adequate nutrition.
problems had a more familiar ring:

Other

cancer, heart

disease, mental illness, radiation hazards.

As

I observed the World Health Assembly working out
new programs and extending existing programs to
combat all of these problems, I was deeply impressed by the understanding, good will, and feeling
of dedication that characterized

the proceedings.

There was even an apologetic note that crept into
every voice when the context of his remarks made

Je
him refer to the
the

underdeveloped

more privileged

countries.

countries or
It was per-

fectly apparent that national differences in
the health field were perceived not as marks
of superiority or inferiority.

Rather they

were accepted at face value for what they were -~
the products of time, geography, culture,
economy, and other factors which have shaped

the evolution of man on earth.

And it was

perfectly apparent that this health assembly
and the programs it developed had a sound base,

not only in the programs themselves, but in the

recognition that in health, every nation has
something to contribute to every other nation,
and something to learn from every other nation.
This is a point to be emphasized.

S80

much of our overseas and offshore activity is
predicated on the concept of our doing something
for others.

It places us in the position of

being merely beneficent, with the assumption
that we are beneficent for an ulterior purpose
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of our own.

In the health field, our international

programs more properly can be characterized as
enlightened self-interest, since it can be amply
demonstrated that we receive as well as give.

Thus there are four major reasons for the
expansion and strengthening of our international
health activities.

The first reason is humanitarian:

as a nation, we are deeply committed to recognizing
the dignity of the individual and to doing everything

we can to enhance his rights and oppertunities for
a happy and productive life.
economic:

The second reason is

in texms of our investments abroad and

our purchase of the products of other nations, better
health among the peoples of the world has a direct
bearing on our own national economy.
reason is political:

The third

Health programs provide an

unparalleled opportunity for education in the true

meaning of the democratic way of life.
reason is, if you will, selfish:
learn from other nations

The uth

we havemuch to

and much te gain from

both the exchange of health knowledge and the
participation of all nations, according to their
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eapacities, in collaborative effort to acquire

new medical knowledge and to increase our

ability to apply that knowledge in medical and
public health practice.
These affirmative observations about international health reflect my personal faith
and conviction that the United states should

press forward with its own unilater&@l health
efforts that are international in character;
should strengthen its ties with regional health
groups, particularly the Pan American Health
Organization and its fine new director, Doctor
Horwitz of Chile; and should contribute actively,
in both fiscal and substantive terms, to the
programs of the World Health Organization.

it is my belief that not enough is being
done in any of these respects for us to realize
the full potential that is inherent in inter-

national health.
For our own part, we see impediments that
foreshadow an unnecessary delay in the enactment
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of legislation which would give substance and
dixeetion to U. 6. international medical research
efforts. My reference is to legislation sponsored
by mysel¢ in the House of Representatives and in
the senate by that champion of health measures,

Senator Lister Hill. A total of 63 Senators from
both sides of the aisle joined in co=sponsoring

the measure. This legislation, 6.3. Ree 41, which
passed in the Senate by a vote of 63 to 17, would
create @ National Institute of International Re~search within the Public Health Service and
authorize an annual expenditure of up to $50
million gor its programs and activities. the
Senate testimony on this bill was overwhelmingly

The Senate action in itself bespeaks a
sincere tribute to Senator Hill. It recognizes
Whe outstanding leadership in the field of health
and medical research and serves as an accolade to
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on jurisdictional and organizationalgrounds although,
at the same time, seeking to give the appearance of

Wier, but some of us appear afraid to open it.
fhe United Gentes As net alone in ite esn-

servative approach tointernational health matters.
the World Health Organization steels, during the
meetings in Geneva from which 3 have recently returned,

Gewonstzated what 1 consider to bean unfortunate
reluctanceto seize certain opportunities to move

confidently shead in pursuit of the goals to which
the menber nationsarededicated.
Although the concept of a positive role

enthusiastically endorsed by the World Health

Assembly last year inMinneapolis, this year -~
fands == only © token amount of $500,000 vas
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voted into the 1960 budget, as contrasted with the
$2.2 million requested by the Director-General,

Or. Candau, after a year of intensive study and _
planning. Ifound it bard to understand this |

contribute to the WHOactivites under a forgula

the tited states.

The record of medical and health

wesennchin the scquisitien of new knowledge and

the unique research opportunities afforded through

the WHO mechanism seemed to me toargue strongly
for morecourageous action on this item of the

I was distressed, too, that the Assembly
ame S46 Ge Geter 6 ponpeens thet ep give lesderehip

and direction to an International Health and Medical
Research Year.

Throughout the Assembly, the delegates

spoke often and with evident feeling about the shortage
of funds to do vhat the medical and public health
authorities know how to do in the prevention and
contsol of disease. Frequently, too, there were

-b-

etasenents decrying the lackof public avarences

oftheworkofWHO and the absenceofpublic support
for its activities. TRseemedto methetby focusing
attentiononthe recomdof successful collaboration

inthe healthfield underWo auspices, with amajor
publiceducationegfortthatwould heyin with national
World health congresses andculminatein an international congress in Geneva, it would be possible to

achieve greaterpublic undermtanding

- vhichas we

welltayAn this country, ie & prerequisite for

Twas taken aback, too, bythe milure of
member nations to contribute to @ special account
of the WHO for puzposes of malaria eradication.
This is a program to which the WHO isdeeply
eonnteeed.

A sajer disease can bewiped fron

the Save of the earth with sustained effortand
a relatively moderate investnent.

Heretofore

the primary, almost the totalfinancing of this
actévity hed heen United Gtatey doliags.

Yet

when this year we stepped back to give other

nations Gn eppertunity to dansnstantetheis

a a

the volunteers
interest by sharing the financing,

mnee aenaphoninn ty taaia seein,

me preceding are singleinstances which
in nowise characterize thetotal WHO operation,
vnich 4s @ splendid and productive one. They do
é
suggest, however, thatasit growsand matures, the

national groupe =~ 18 that 4¢ is a

give and

e
receive operation rather than merely ® giv

operation.

It is of the utmost importance that
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this quality be maintained.

of WHO

Thus the programs

must be balanced, containing activities

ef direct interest to all member nations.

It

would be easy for the program to fall into the
trap of giving almost exclusive attention to

the basic health problems of the less well
developed countries -- water supplies, sanitation,
communicable disease control.

But the WHO must

@lso have the vision and cabacity to encompass
programs which have direct bearing on the health
status of the further-developed countires ~-cancer, heart disease, mental iliness.

only

thus can it be truly @ world health organization.
This was a point that needed to be made to a
delegate who, when medical research was being
discuseed, said,

If there is any money to spare,

let"s use it for leprosy and cholera and tubercu-

losis control, and not make an uncertain investment
in research against diseases that are of no immediate
concern to us.

Finally, I am happy to report that I was
tremendously impressed with the caliber and dedication
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of the delegates to the WHO.

our own U. S. delegation,

headed by Surgeon General Leroy E. Burney of the Public
Health Service, together with Dr. Leonard Larson of the

American Medical Association and Dr. Lowell Coggeshall
of the University of Chicago, did an outstanding job
of presenting our position and winning others to the
U. &. point of view.

They and others who represented

us in Geneva were truly our ambassadors, and I found
myself feeling that they should be accorded all of
the courtesies and have the prerogatives extended

by the State Departgent to diplomats in other fields.
I hope to see that such arrangements can be made

prior to the 13th World Health Assembly in Geneva
next year.
This is a health forum, not a political
forum.

But it has direct and very marked impact

en the views other nations have of the United
States.

The positions we take, the way we conduct

our business, the regard we show for the points of
view of others ~~ these are the kind of elements of

which diplomacy in action is comprised.

They were

~
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all in play during the 12th World Health Assembly
in Geneva.

And as the Assembly drew to a close,

it was abundantly evident not only that the cause
of world health was being advanced, but also that

the cause of free nations was moving ahead.

Time

after time it happened that we found ourselves in

alliance with the bulk of the nations in Southeast
Asia, Afraca, and the Middle Bast.
say that they followed our lead.

This is not to
More important,

we were seeing eye to eye on questions of substance
and of strategy.

In this, it seems to me, lies

the primary test when one seeks to measure the
relative strength of freedom.

How many nations

choose for themselves, on the basis of conviction,
and without influence from beyond their boundaries,
the course of action which leads to further
recognition of the dignity of man and of the
independence and integrity of nations?

At this Health Assembly, many of the young
and growing nations were making this choice for
freedom.
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This was my second opportunity to ebserve and

participate in a World Health Assembly.

I feel that

it was a rewarding and stimulating experience.

And

3 chali G0 eveaything 40 ny power te see thet the
government of the United genes <~ hath tm ste
unilateral efforts and in its cooperative activities ~will move ahead with affirmative action to strengthen
our international health activities in ways that are
consistent with sound administration, good inter-

national relations, effective health programming, and
the aspirations of the nations of the world for
better health for all of the people.

